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India is known globally for its remarkable tourism. As this is a very beautiful country so people from
across the world visits here to explore India. India is a very rich country in terms of culture and
ethnicity. Its every state is unique and full of diversity. The places here are unique in its
geographical features and offers great places of interests for its tourists. Tours of India offers tours
to different states of India and takes you to the magnificent cities such as Agra, Delhi, Jaipur,
Shimla, Mysore, Panaji, etc. With this you can have a marvelous experience of Indian culture and its
diversity.

There are many options for the tourists depending on their interest. India has further rich and
thrilling Wildlife Sanctuaries such as Gir National Park, Ranthambore Wildlife Sanctuary, Corbett
National Park, Sariska Wild life Sanctuary, etc. Moreover the country is also known for its
Pilgrimage tour, Beach tour, culinary tour, Adventure tour, Hill- Station tour, Cultural tour where you
will get to explore the enriching traditions of the country. For the tourists with the help of this tour
packages you can make the vacation a memorable one.

Kerala tour provides a wide range of beaches and natural beauty to the visitors. You can explore the
beaches and you can have a pleasing and serene time with family and friends. There you can get
engaged in various activities such as scuba diving, Para-sailing, meditation and motor scooter.
Further the Ayurvedic Massages of Kerala and Tamil Nadu also attract many tourists to take the
Ayurveda tour.

There are several Hill Stations also which provides gorgeous destinations such as Kashmir, Ooty,
Matheran, Lonavala, Shimla, etc. Further these are known for their peaceful and calm landscapes
and mind blowing beauty. With the tours of India you can explore the snow capped Himalayas and
splendid Waterfalls.

One of the other exceptional experiences of the prosperous culture and inheritance by traveling
around the stunning cites of Udaipur, Jodhpur, Jaisalmer and Jaipur. There you can find the glorious
and Celebrated Forts and Palaces. One of the wonders of the world is also located in Agra in North
India has the world famed Taj Mahal. Other cultural sites include the ancient Temples of South
India, Caves of Ajanta and Ellora in Maharashtra are some of the noted places in India. This is a
special experience for the life time.
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Tomcruce - About Author:
Caremytrip is a travel company, offers a fabulous trip all over India in affordable prices which will
make your trip memorable. For more information please visit here South India Travel. We also
provide more services like a Tours of India and a Kerala Tour.
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